How much do you know about WATER (H2O)?
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How much do you know about WATER (H2O)?
• Every ounce of water that has ever existed on earth still exists today!
• Every ounce of water that you drink today probably was processed
dinosaur’s kidneys! (Yes, water is dinosaur pee!)
• Of all the water on earth, only about 1% is drinkable
(97% is salty or unclean, 2% is locked up in glaciers, 1% is drinkable)
• 75% of your brain is water. 75% of a living tree is water.
• The average daily water use for every person in the US is about 50 gallons
These facts can be found at: https://www3.epa.gov/safewater/kids/waterfactsoflife.html
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Water is a MOST Peculiar Compound!
• Frozen solid form is denser!
• If ice sunk, lakes/streams would freeze over, killing everything
• It is a solvent, essential for all life forms and decomposition
• Low heat changes it to a vapor, it rises, and sinks as rain/snow
• ALL lifeforms (especially humans) need it for life
• In 600 BC, Thales of Greece: The single building block of all life
• In 400 BC, Aristotle’s 4 forms of life: Earth, Air, Fire, and Ice
• 98% of earth’s water is in our oceans
• Not one ounce has ever been lost!

Water
Water (1H2O)

Hydrogen Protium (1H)
Mass: 1.007825 amu
1 Electron (-)
1 Proton (+)
No neutrons in the nucleus

Earth

Oxygen (O)
Mass: 15.9994 amu

Protons (+)
Neutrons (No Charge)
8 Electrons (-), 2 shared with H

2 atoms of Hydrogen (1H)
1 atom of Oxygen (O)

In a very tiny saucepan, combine the
2 atoms of Hydrogen and 1 atom of Oxygen. Stir
gently! Allow ingredients to cool for one Planck
Increment (10-44 seconds). Serves everyone on earth!

Water(1H2O)
Mass: 18.02 amu
8.34 pounds or
231 cu inches
per gallon

FACT: Every ounce of water that has ever existed on
earth still exists today, not one ounce has been lost!

Hydrological Cycle

Science is knowledge. God gave man the desire to know Him and his
universe. He wants us to know, to explore, to discover.
The Hydrological Cycle: A Closed System
 Evaporation:

Solar radiation transforms water from a liquid to a gas.
80% of the evaporation occurs from the ocean.
 Transpiration: Plants use transpiration to convert water into a gas.
 Sublimation: Ice transfers into a gas bypassing the liquid stage.
 Condensation: Water vapor is transformed into droplets (clouds).
 Precipitation: Water droplets turn into rain which falls to the ground.

What does the Bible Say?
Is this scientific fact contradictory to anything in the Bible?
NO! Ecclesiastes 1:7 All streams flow into the sea, yet the sea is never
full. To the place from where the streams come, there they return.

YES! Job 38:22 Have you entered the storehouses of the snow or seen
the storehouses of the hail?
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What do we do? Three Choices…
1. Science is right, the Bible is wrong
2. The Bible is right, Science is wrong
3. Find a way to reconcile these verses

Fact: No Other Planet in our Solar System has H20
• Until recently, Earth was the only planet known to have H2O
• Europa and Calisto, two of Saturn’s moons, are now thought to
have water (H2O2) oceans beneath a crust of ice
• Water is thought to have existed at one time on Mars and
Venus but not today (or, we haven’t found evidence of it)
• Earth is the only planet with the Hydrological Cycle
• Here’s the reason why Mars, Venus, and other planets lost their
water….

Water

Hydrogen Protium (1H)
1.007825 amu

+

Oxygen (O)
15.9994 amu

Oxygen (O)
15.9994 amu

Water(1H2O)
18.02 amu

8.34 lbs

Amu = Average
Atomic Weight

Earth

Hydrogen Deuterium (2H)
2.04102 amu

+

Water(2H2O)
36.04 amu

+

16.7 lbs

All Other Planets

Where did the Water Go on Mars and Venus?
• The water on all other planets is a different form of water
• They have a heavier element of water (2H20) referred to as Deuterium
• It looks, tastes, and acts exactly as ours, but weighs twice as much
• Other planets lack the magnetic field we have due to our metal core
• They have no upper layer of ozone and are not shielded from solar radiation
• So, their water was unable to become vapor under modest temperatures
and float up to the sky to fall back as rain
• On planets other than Mars and Venus, their water is frozen underground
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How will You Treat this Finding?
• Water on Earth vs water on the other
planets is not hard to reconcile
• Nothing about the finding of Earth’s
H2O and the other planets’ 2H2O are
at odds with the creation account
• In this case the Bible is not being
threatened by Science
• You can easily accept the Hydrological
Cycle and water on other planets!
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Can you Accept These Statements?
• The Bible says that sleet and hail are
kept in storehouses
• God challenged Job…Have you
entered the storehouses of snow or
seen the storehouses of hail? Job
38:22 NIV

• The Hydrologic Cycle says water
(all forms) is constantly moved
from earth to the heavens
through transpiration,
evaporation, and precipitation

− Will you tell your children God does not keep water
(hail/sleet) in storehouses?
− Will you tell them there are storehouses of sleet and hail?
− Will you tell them about the Hydrological Cycle?

Can you Reconcile These?
Bible (Traditional interpretation)

Science

“In the Beginning God created…”

It started with a big bang!

Six 24-hour days of creation 4,000+ years ago

The earth is 4.5 Billion Years old

God created life

Life sprang from inorganic matter (scientifically unproven)

God created all forms of life

Evolution by Natural Selection

A virgin gave birth

It always takes a male and a female to make a baby

Miracles happen

Miracles are explainable physical events

The Bible is truth everlasting

The Bible is just a collection of fables and stories

There is extra-biblical proof of Jesus

There is no proof Jesus ever existed

The Bible is grounded in truth

Science alone is grounded in truth

There IS such a thing as absolute truth

There is NO absolute truth!

God allows evil to occur

If he is able, why does he not remove evil from the world?

There is “life” after death

There is “nothingness” after death

What Does All of this Say?
• The Bible seems to be at odds with some of what Science says
• Science is agnostic when it comes to the Bible
• We have three choices:
Ignore Science

Biology
Astronomy
Evolution

Ignore the Bible

Find a way to reconcile

Biology
Astronomy
Evolution

Why My Interest in this Topic…
• Imagine you have a married son living nearby
• A couple of years ago, he married a local Christian girl from a devout
family, they have two children
• When your son was young and all the way through High School
▪ Attended worship with you 3 times a week
▪ Daily bible devotionals in the morning middle school-high school
▪ Involved in youth activities and Bible studies
▪ Attended church camps, trips, and Oklahoma Christian Univer$ity in Edmond
▪ Close friends were members of the church and in the youth group
▪ Dated Christian young women from church or college

Why My Interest in this Topic…
• This is what you may hear later:
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻
⁻

Taking our children to church will just build a lot of guilt in their lives!
We will raise them to be “good citizens”, smart, and productive in society
There is no absolute truth…what is true for you may not be true for me
No one can know if there is a God, so why act as if there is?
The Bible is just fable and folk tales handed down through generations
There are so many versions and they all disagree, so how can you be sure?
Science has proven the earth is 13 billion years old and started with a Bang
The Bible does not allow for the “Theory of Evolution”
There is NO extra-biblical proof that Jesus ever even lived
There are so many denominations, and all of them believe they are right
We never got that much out of church attendance and involvement in youth groups

I Believe we MUST Address this “Head on”
• I think we need to give our children some direct teaching on matters
they will discuss in Biology, Chemistry, Geology, and Astronomy
classes in High School and College
• They need to know they can reconcile Science and the Bible
• They need to be prepared for what will inevitably happen in High
School in their first Biology class in the 7th or 8th grade
• Separation of Church and State is a GOOD thing. Separation of the
Bible and State is BAD…our founding fathers where devout Christians
• Our children, teens, and college age kids are all at risk
• Some of our adults, too, are at risk

The Bible and Science, 13 Lessons
• The Bible’s 7 days of creation compared with Science’s geological timeclock
(you will be surprised!)
• The Bible’s account vs the Big Bang (God speaks: Let there be light!)
• Did dinosaurs really exist? How old is the earth?
• Arguments for the existence of God or why should you believe in Him
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The argument from Logic
The argument from Anthropology
The Ontological argument
The argument from Intelligent Design

What is Truth? Can you believe the Bible and trust it?
Was Jesus a real person? Extrabiblical proof the man Jesus existed in Palestine
Why does God allow evil to exist in the world?
Is there life after death?
What does it mean that God is multidimensional (beyond our 3 dimensions)
Living an intentional life (not just living as a leaf tossing about in the wind)

Next Week’s Lesson
• A proper Introduction to the Series “Reconciling Science and the Bible”
• Did you know: The Senate and House start each session with prayer
something our schools cannot do (the Senate and House separate
“Church and State” but not “God and State”)
• Our kids spend 12 to 20 years in a system that is supposed to be
agnostic but has become completely atheistic
• George Barna’s recent research on Youth and Church: 60% of all church
teens today will leave the church in their 20’s
• We must do something to stop the flight of our children!
• Education for you about topics they will be hearing in Fayetteville
schools in the 7th grade

